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Recap
• System models – expectations when facing failures




Node behavior
Network behavior
Timing assumptions (partially…)

• Network reliability




TCP
Exponential back-off
AIMD

[source]
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
File:Safari_ants.jpg
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Think about
Time assumptions - Events (processing/messaging) in each
component – order to accomplish a common goal?

Client

Service
payment
Processing = steps of execution
Messaging = Message passed between nodes

Online book
shop
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Think about
Time assumptions - Events (processing/messaging) in each
component – order to accomplish a common goal?

?
Client

?
Service
payment

?
Online book
shop
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e.g., cannot dispatch books if customers hasn’t paid for them… we need to know when events occur (timestamps)

Agenda
• Goal: To study the role of time (clocks) in distributed systems
• Content:





Physical clocks
Time protocols
Algorithms for time synchronization
Ordering of events

After this lecture, you should be able to:
• To explain the synchronization process of distributed components
using time protocols (clocks)
• To show the importance of ordering of events in a distributed
system
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Time

Horology: The study of time

[source] Martin, .Simon“ Maya Calendars" Expedition Magazine 54.1 (2012): n. pag. Expedition
Magazine. Penn Museum, 2012 Web. 24 Feb 2022,
http://www.penn.museum/sites/expedition/?p=14735
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Clock and time in distributed systems
Distributed systems need to measure/track time
•
•
•
•
•
•

Timer my be a better word to refer to clocks in computers
Scheduling time-outs, processing slice (PCB), retry times
System performance metrics, resource profiling (CPU)
Log files and databases: record when an event occurred
Data validity (e.g., cache eviction) and up to date copies of files (OS)
Determining order of events across several nodes

Computer are equipped with two types of clock
• Physical clock: counting elapsed seconds
• Logical clocks: count and sort events, e.g., message passed, steps
(computations) executed
Clocks (digital devices) are made of oscillator, but in distributed systems, we
look at the timestamps (of events)
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Physical clocks
Analogue/mechanical clocks
• A computer timer is a precisely machined quart
crystal
• Under tension, quartz crystal oscillate at a welldefined frequency
• Each crystal has two registers, a counter and a
holding register
 Each oscillation of the crystal decrement the counter
by one
 When the counter gets to zero, an interrupt is
generated and the counter is reloaded from the
holding register
 The timer generates an interrupt of 60 times a
second (each interrupt is called one clock tick)

[source]
https://en.wikiped
ia.org/wiki/Quartz

[source]
https://en.wikiped
ia.org/wiki/Crysta
l_oscillator
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Quartz clock error: drift
Multiple physical clocks
• Although the frequency at which a crystal
oscillator runs is usually fairly stable, it is
impossible to guarantee that crystals in
different computers, all run at exactly the same
frequency
• Drift = one clock runs slightly fast, another
slightly slow
• Drift is measured in part per million (ppm)
• Most computer clocks correct within ≈ 50 ppm

[Wireless] Do, T. H., & Yoo, M. (2016). Continuous reference
broadcast synchronization with packet loss tolerance. Wireless
Personal Communications, 86(4), 1751-1763.

• Physical factors may influence the clocks
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Atomic clocks
Essence
• Invented in 1948
• It counts time accurately
• It counts transitions of the cesium 133
atom
• 1 second = 9,192,631, 770 transitions
(periods of that signal)
• Accuracy ≈ 1 in 10-14 (1 second in 3 million
years)
• Several labs around the world have cesium
133 clocks – report to BHI (Bureau
International de L’Heure)
• BHI produces the TAI (International Atomic
Time)

[source] https://www.forbes.com/sites/robertanaas/2019/01/02/meetthe-urwerk-2-7-million-amc-atomic-clock-and-paired-wristwatch/

It counts clocks since midnight
Jan 1, 1958 (The beginning of time)

Price? Cheaper made of rubidium
(around 1000 EURs)
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Example: Global positioning system
GPS as time source
• Zero at 0h 6-Jan-1980
• Accuracy ±10 ns
• No leap seconds → 18 seconds
ahead of UTC now (always 19
seconds behind TAI)
• Datacenters? Antenna on the
roof is needed

[source] https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:GPS24goldenSMALL.gif

[reading] https://www.tudelft.nl/en/ceg/about-faculty/departments/geoscienceremote-sensing/education/bsc-education/reader-on-gps-positioning
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Example: Global positioning system
GPS characteristics
• 31 satellites now
• Each satellite has up to four atomic clocks, regularly calibrated
• Satellite broadcasts its position and timestamps each message
with its local time
 Receiver can determine its location and actual time
 Requires antenna and signal from at least 4 satellites

• Calculate position from speed-of-light delay between satellite
and receiver
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Coordinated universal time
UTC
• Greenwich Mean Time (GMT, solar time, it’s
noon when the sun is in the south as seen
from the Greenwich meridian)
• Based on TAI, 1 day is 24 x 60 x 60 x
9,192,631,770 periods of cesium 133
frequency (average of some 50 cesium
clocks around the world)
• Problem: Introduces a leap second from time
to time to compensate that days are getting
longer.
• UTC is TAI with corrections to account for
Earth rotation

[source]
https://www.freecountrymap
s.com/map/towns/great_brit
ain/27365302/
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Coordinated universal time
More about UTC
• GMT is often interchanged or confused
with UTC. But GMT is a time zone and
UTC is a time standard
• There are 24 time zones (360 degrees
divided by 15 degrees is 24) plus several
offset time zones.
• Time zones and daylight saving times are
offsets to UTC

[source] https://geospatialclub.wordpress.com/tag/coordinated-universal-time/

• Neither UTC nor GMT ever change for
Daylight Saving Time (DST).
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Leap seconds
Adjusting time
• Every year, on 30 June and 31 December at 23:59:59 UTC, one of these
possible event may happen
 The clock immediately jumps forward to 00:00:00, skipping one second (negative leap
second)
 The clock moves to 00:00:00 after one second, as usual
 The clock moves to 23:59:60 after one second, and the moves to 00:00:00 after one
further second (positive leap second)

• Announced several months in advance

[source] http://leapsecond.com/notes/leap-watch.htm
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Computers and time
Time representations as timestamps
•

Computer depict time as timestamps (two adopted common formats)




•

Unix time: number of seconds since (epoch) Jan 1, 1970 00:00:00 UTC – does not
count lead seconds
ISO 8601: year, month, day, hour , minute, second, and timezone offset relative to UTC,
example: 2022-02-28T09:50:17+00:00

Time conversion


Gregorian calendar: 365 days in a year, expect leap year
(year % 4 == 0 && (year % 100 != 0 ||
year % 400 == 0 ))
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Computers and time
How most software deals with leap seconds?
•

Computers ignore leap seconds

•

OS and distributed systems often require timing with sub-second accuracy


•

Linux bug in the kernel caused livelock on leap second, causing many Internet services
to shutdown

Solution? “smear” (spread out) the leap second over the course of a day
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Computer clock synchronization
Essence
•

In distributed system multiple nodes/processes need to



Cooperate on accessing shared resources
Agree on the ordering of events

•

Synchronization in distributed systems is often much more difficult than in
uniprocessor or multiprocessor systems

•

Synchronization is critical to avoid blocked resources, ensure data
consistency, and schedule tasks (as with threads)
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Computer clock synchronization
Essence
•

Computers track physical time/UTC with a quartz clock


Even when power is off, it uses a battery

•

Due to clock drift, clock error gradually increases

•

When a system has n computers, all n clocks will run at slightly different
rates -> clock skew

•

Simply put, Clock skew: Difference between two clocks at a point in time

•

Solution: Retrieve current time from a server that has a more accurate time
source (atomic clock or GPS receiver)
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Computer clock drift
Clock specifications
• A clock comes specified with its maximum clock drift rate ρ.
• F(t) denotes oscillator frequency of the hardware clock at time t
• F is the clock’s ideal (constant) frequency → living up to specifications:

Observation

Fast, perfect, slow clocks

By using hardware interrupts we couple a software
clock to the hardware clock, and thus also its clock drift
rate:
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Computer clock synchronization - multiple
Precision
The goal is to keep the deviation between two clocks on any two machines
within a specified bound, known as the precision π:

with Cp(t) the computed clock time of machine p at UTC time t.

Accuracy
In the case of accuracy, we aim to keep the clock bound to a value α

Synchronization
• Internal synchronization: keep clocks precise (system)
• External synchronization: keep clocks accurate (global)
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Computer clock synchronization
Example: Distributed programming environment
• In a centralized system time is unambiguous
• There is no global clock for a distributed system!

?

• Computer clocks drift!
 A cheap quartz has a temperature dependence of 1 ppm/0C or more

• Protocol stack and execution environment cause both constant and varying
delay components
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Clock synchronization

Network protocols


Network Time Protocol (NTP)



Precision Time Protocol (PTP)
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Network time protocol
Essence (NTP, RFC 1305)
• Based on delay estimates between two servers

• May contact multiple servers, discard outliers, average rest
• Makes multiple requests to the same server, use statistics to reduce random
error due to variations in network latency

• Reduces clock skew to a few milliseconds in a good network conditions – but
can also be very innacurate
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Network time protocol
Essence
NTP servers are divided into
strata
• When A contacts B, A will only
adjust its time if its own stratum
level is higher than that of B
• Up to 15 stratum levels
• NTP uses UDP as transport
protocol (port 123) both in
multicast and unicast modes
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Network time protocol
NTP client

NTP Server

t1
t2
Offset 
Delay 
Eight pairs of (, ) are
buffered and minimum
of the  values is
chosen as the estimate
of the delay, with the
associated  as the
estimate of the offset

t3
t4
Round-trip network delay:  = (t4 – t1) – (t3 – t2)
Estimated server time (Client receives response) = t3 + /2

Estimating time over a network
Estimated clock skew:  = t3 + /2 - t4 = (t2 – t1 + t3 – t4)/2
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Correcting clock skew
Correction
• After the client has estimated clock skew , it needs to apply correction to its
clock
• If || < 125 ms, slew the clock:
 Slightly speed it up or slow it down by up to 500 ppm
 It requires about 5 min to get the clock to sync

• If 125 ms <= || < 1000 s, step the clock
 Reset the client clod to estimated server timestamp

• If || >1000 s, do nothing

Clock skew must be monitored periodically if the system relies on clock sync
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Monotonic and time-of-day clocks

•

Time since a fixed
date (Jan 1, 1970)

•

May suddenly move
forward or
backward, subject to
leap seconds

•

Time since arbitrary
point

•

Always moves
forward at nearconstant rate
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Network time protocol
Essence (NTP, RFC 1305)
• NTP timestamps
 64 bits with an epoch of January 1, 1900
o 32 bits for seconds: 232 seconds (136 years) time scale
o 32 bits for fractional seconds: 2-32 (0.233 ns) theoretical resolution
 Future versions will extend representation to 128 bits

• NTPv4 accuracy
 ~10 ms in public Internet
 ~200 s in LAN in ideal conditions

• SNTP (Simple NTP version 4, RFC 2030)
 Recommended to be used at extremities of synchronization subnet
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Precision time protocol
Observations (PTP, IEEE 1588)
• Precision clock synchronization protocol for networked measurement and
control systems (typically in Ethernet LAN)
• Periodic 4-phase synchronization and timestamp messages allow slave
determine precisely delay/offset, and compensate for drift/offset of its own
clock accordingly
• Influence of protocol stack and execution environment can be eliminated by
taking timestamps as close to physical layer as possible with hardware
assistance
• Provides us accuracy with HW-assisted timestamps
• Achieves nano or pico seconds accuracy (NTP uses milliseconds)
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Precision time protocol
PTP Master

PTP Slave

Measured variables
t 1, t 2, t 3 , t 4

384042-

-40
-42
-44

A = (t1 – t0) = D + O

44-

B = (t3 – t2) = D – O

t0

-46 A

O = Offset = ClockSlave - ClockMaster

O
D

t1= t0+D+O

𝑨+𝑩
Delay D =
𝟐
𝑨−𝑩
Offset O =
𝟐

t3

t2

B

t3= t2 - O+D
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The Berkeley algorithm
Definition
•
•

For systems with no access to external accurate timing signal
Basic operation
(a) Time daemon asks all other machines for their clock values
(b) Machines answer
(c) Time daemon tells everyone how to adjust their clock
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The Berkeley algorithm
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Ordering of messages
A

B

C

m1
m1
m2

m1= “A says: The party starts at 20:00”
m2= “B says: No, party starts at 19:00”

m2

C sees m2 first, m1 second
Even though logically m1
happened before m2
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Ordering of messages
A

t1

B

C

m1
m1

t2
m2

m1= (t1, “A says: The party starts at 20:00” )
m2= (t2, “B says: No, party starts at 19:00” )

m2

Even with synced clocks (t2 < t1) is possible,
meaning that the order of timestamps is not
consistency with the expected order
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The happens-before relation
Order of events
• An event is something happening at one node/process (executing a
computational step, sending or receiving a message)
• “a happens before b” is denoted as (a  b), and occurs iif:
• “a and b” occur in the same node/process, and a occurred before b,
following the local process timestamps
• Event a is the sending of some message m, and event b is the receipt of
that message
• There exist an event c such that (a  c) and (c  b) - transitive
• The happen-before relation is a partial order. Thus, it is possible that neither
(a  b) nor (b  a) take place. In that case, a and b are concurrent (a || b)
36

Example
A

a
b

B

C

e

m1

c
d

m2
f

Some events:
Executions: a  b
Messages: b  c and d  f
Transitivity: b  f
Concurrent: a || e
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Causality
Happens-before relation (relativity)
• When (a  b), then a might have caused b
• When (a || b), then a cannot have caused b

• Happens-before relation encodes potential causality
 Precedence
 Dependency

• Let ⌐ be a strict total order on events

 If (a  b) ═> (a ⌐ b) then ⌐ is a causal order
 (⌐ is “consistent with causality”)

• “Causal” ≠“Casual”
38

Summary
• Studied the importance of clocks in distributed systems
• Explored the protocols that can be utilized to synchronized clocks
of different machines
• Explored algorithms that can be used for clock synchronization
• Studied the happens-before relation between events executed by
node/processes
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Next lecture
Broadcast protocols and logical time

Tartu, Estonia 28/02/2022
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Questions?
E-mail: huber.flores@ut.ee
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